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Ding Shilun Paints Life’s
Absurdities at Bernheim

Gallery  

8 FEBRUARY 2024 |  EXHIBITIONS

Ding Shilun, Medals of Merit (2024). Oil on linen. 110 x 90 cm. Courtesy Bernheim Gallery. Ding Shilun, The Intimate (2024). Oil on linen. 230 x 190 cm. Courtesy Ding Shilun.

Ding Shilun, The Intimate (2024) (detail). Oil on linen. 230 x 190 cm. Courtesy Ding Shilun. Ding Shilun, Annunciation (2024) (detail). Oil on linen. 230 x 190 cm. Courtesy Bernheim
Gallery.

Ding Shilun, Medals of Merit (2024). Oil on linen. 110 x 90 cm. Courtesy Bernheim Gallery.

The young painter Ding Shilun opens his solo exhibition
MIRAGE (7 February–22 March 2024), inaugurating Maria
Bernheim's debut gallery space in London.

There are moments of lightning drama around this exhibition
where figures appear tormented, their bodies writhing and
hurling electrified across the canvas. Spirals fill their eyes in
lieu of pupils, appearing in a state of hypnosis. Others are more
meditative, caught in moments of reflection or euphoria.

In Medals of Merit (2024), medals are fastened into the bare
skin of a cargo pant-wearing character who wields a gun. A
female figure guides his hand toward an unknown target. On
the right-hand side, a character sits slumped, arms crossed,
looking down while four birds place a gauzy veil over his head.

This exhibition brims with artistic mastery—swathes of white
wash and sharp bursts of colour compliment more refined
details of a chess board, music scores, and hairstyles
throughout.

While all the canvases in the exhibition are oil on linen, there
are several small framed watercolour-on-paper works that we
loved—some of which seemed almost Roald Dahl-esque in
their style and absurdity.

Ding's works have been included in permanent collections at
Hirshhorn Museum, Washington DC; Zabludowicz Collection,
London; ICA Miami; and Yan Du Collection.
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Barbara Kruger’s Sensorial
Onslaught at Serpentine South  

2 FEBRUARY 2024 |  EXHIBITIONS

Exhibition view: Barbara Kruger, Thinking of You. I Mean Me. I Mean You., Serpentine
Galleries, London (1 February–17 March 2024). Courtesy the artist and Serpentine Galleries,
London.

Exhibition view: Barbara Kruger, Thinking of You. I Mean Me. I Mean You., Serpentine
Galleries, London (1 February–17 March 2024). Courtesy the artist and Serpentine Galleries,
London.

Barbara Kruger, Untitled (Taxis) (2024). Exhibition view: Barbara Kruger, Thinking of You. I
Mean Me. I Mean You., Serpentine Galleries, London (1 February–17 March 2024). Courtesy the
artist and Serpentine Galleries, London.

Barbara Kruger, Untitled (No Comment) (2020). Three-channel video installation, colour,
sound, 9 min. 25 sec. Exhibition view: Barbara Kruger, Thinking of You. I Mean Me. I Mean
You., The Art Institute of Chicago – AIC, Chicago (19 September 2021–24 January 2022).
Courtesy the artist and Sprüth Magers, Berlin/London/Los Angeles/New York.

Barbara Kruger, Untitled (Our Leader) (1987–2020). Single-channel video on LED panel, sound,
24 sec (film still). 350.1 x 200.1 cm. Courtesy the artist and Sprüth Magers, Berlin/London/Los
Angeles/New York.

Strolling through Kensington Gardens on a quiet January
morning before stepping into Barbara Kruger's recently
opened exhibition will leave your senses in disarray.

Inside Serpentine Galleries, Kruger's signature bold, white
sans-serif type on red contends with a mish-mash of music,
voices, and Big Ben chimes—for a full sensory bombardment.

It's hard to know where to look. Rooms flooded with words
wrapping around walls from ceiling to floor leave no space for
respite. Ambiguous drawls, false facts, and indisputable truths
clamour from speakers in every room, doubling down on
visitors already overwhelmed minds.

Kruger, known for exploring themes of consumer culture,
power dynamics, politics, and control, continues in Thinking
of You. I Mean Me. I Mean You. (1 February–17 March 2024).
She exposes how we are to one another, narrating a
commentary on the way we live now.

London is the current host for Kruger's exhibition, the fourth
iteration since showing in Chicago, Los Angeles, and New
York. Here, the artist reconfigures her fusion of visual culture
to fit the Serpentine's original building. There's even a London
taxi parked out front, its classic black enamel covered in
Kruger's trademark black-and-white font.

Cindy Sherman’s Face-off at Hauser
& Wirth  

30 JANUARY 2024 |  EXHIBITIONS

Cindy Sherman is a master of disguise. Her 'anti-portrait' portraits shroud her
identity, transforming her beyond recognition through the use of make-up, wigs,
prosthetics, and costumes.

It's a strategy the New Jersey-born artist, who just turned 70, takes in a new direction
in her latest exhibition at Hauser & Wirth's Wooster Street location in New York.

Digitally manipulating her photographs, Sherman constructs, deconstructs, and
reconstructs her face. Isolating sections like her nose, eyes, and lips, she cuts them
out and pastes them in place, drawing attention to her edits using a combination of
full colour and black-and-white clippings.

The women on view pout and smirk, sneer and scowl. She plays with scale, making
eyes too small for a face, or a nose disproportionately large and out of joint. The effect
of these edits is both jarring and humorous, like seeing yourself in the warped mirrors
of an amusement park.

Sherman's portraits lay bare every pore, wrinkle, and blemish, inviting scrutiny—
perhaps a nod to the experience of ageing as a woman. The close-up headshots
capture twisted and awkward expressions, suggesting the subjects' unhappiness
about being snapped.

The 30 new works are currently on display in SoHo, Manhattan, the neighbourhood
where Sherman first showed the series 'Untitled Film Stills' (1977–1980), which first
gained her international recognition.

Cindy Sherman continues until 16 March 2024.

Doron Langberg Paints the Town
Red at Victoria Miro  

26 JANUARY 2024 |  EXHIBITIONS

There's something so freeing about Doron Langberg's paintings of bodies swaying and
sweating to an unheard song.

Over the past year, the Israeli-American artist has been working on a series of
paintings that narrate a night out that continues through the morning after.

Drawing from a queer perspective, Langberg paints friends and lovers coming
together to dance, drink, and revel in a judgement-free space. Bodies blur into one
another as they writhe beneath the rhythmic glow of pulsating lights.

The most illuminating work in the series is the large-scale painting Basement (2023).
It captures the movement of a packed dance floor, where body and mind find release.
Langberg's warm palette, awash with fiery red and hot pink, imbue the work with
palpable energy.

Discussing this series, Langberg said, 'I wanted to explore the environments we create
for ourselves where we're most free to connect with one another. Depicting these
scenes on a large scale with dense paint is my way of communicating how impactful
these moments are for me.'

Langberg's exhibition, Night, is on view at Victoria Miro in London until 28 March
2024.

Images: Doron Langberg, Basement (2023). Oil on linen. Diptych, each panel 243.8 x 203.2 cm. © Doron Langberg. Courtesy
Victoria Miro, London.

Mexican Architect Luis Barragán's
Casa Gilardi in CDMX  

26 JANUARY 2024 |  GALLERIES

An architect of colour, Luis Barragán's minimalist designs are among the most
unforgettable and influential in Mexico City and abroad. Built with both Mexican
tradition and modernist ideals in mind, a tour around these colourful sanctuaries is a
must while in the capital for Mexico City Art Week (7–10 February 2024).

In 1975, advertising executives Francisco Gilardi and Martin Luque commissioned
Barragán—then 80 years old—to design Casa Gilardi with the intention for it to be a
private home and studio space. Having been inactive for almost 10 years, Barragán
initially declined. When New York's Museum of Modern Art honoured him with a
retrospective later that year, however, and in need of new work for the show, he
reconsidered. Casa Gilardi, in the capital's Chapultepec neighbourhood, would be his
last project.

Three stories worth of purple, pink, and white walls wrap the jacaranda tree within
the central courtyard. Inside the house, small vertical windows running along the
corridor have been painted yellow, flooding the space with strips of light, guiding you
to the pool ahead.

Light and colour—inspired by paintings by Mexican artist Chucho Reyes Ferreira—
are amplified by the limestone tiles mapping the house throughout.

In 1980, Barragán became the second winner of the Pritzker Architecture Prize.
UNESCO added Casa Luis Barragán—his house and studio—to its World Heritage List
in 2004.

Images: Luis Barragán, Casa Gilardi, Mexico City (1975–1977). Photo: Annabel Downes, Ocula Advisory.

Wilhelm Sasnal's Diaristic
Tendencies at Sadie Coles HQ  

26 JANUARY 2024 |  EXHIBITIONS

For a painter so compulsive in his output—one painting a day—you'd be forgiven for
assuming that Sasnal would stick to one size. Yet the specs of Wilhelm Sasnal's
canvases are just as varied as his subject matter.

For his latest show (24 January–16 March 2024) at Sadie Coles HQ, Sasnal—who first
showed with the gallery back in 2003—leaps from an intimate Self Portrait (2021),
measuring about 50 cm at its widest point to a six-metre-wide landscape of Elysian
Park (2023) in Los Angeles.

The 16 somewhat diaristic paintings, made between 2001 and 2023, continue the
artist's exploration into mass media, his family life in Krakow, and the darkest periods
of Poland's history.

While not shying away from politics—in 2011, he made three paintings on media
coverage of the violent death of Libyan dictator Muammar Gaddafi, now in Tate's
collection—it is the portraits of his friends and family that he finds most difficult.

In this latest show at Sadie Coles HQ, Sasnal paints both his wife, Anka (2023), and his
son, Kacper, who features in the work Kacper and Szymon (2023). While their presence
is vivid in both paintings, especially if you compare to the blurred out faces and vague
outlines of previous reproductions, you still get the feeling he's holding something
back.

Anka remains guarded with her knees up by her chest, while shadows disguise her
identity. As for his son, the three lemons that he holds are painted with such
prominence that it almost relegates Kacper and Szymon to the background.

Images: Wilhelm Sasnal, Anka (2023). Oil on canvas. 200 x 280 x 3 cm. Courtesy Sadie Coles HQ.

Xiyao Wang’s Grand Gestures at
Perrotin New York  

23 JANUARY 2024 |  EXHIBITIONS

Perrotin in New York have launched Berlin-based Chinese artist Xiyao Wang's first
U.S. solo show, Do you hear the waterfall? (12 January–17 February 2024). The
exhibition showcases ten new charcoal works that mark a notable shift in her practice.

Known for her energetic and bustling compositions, Wang has embraced a more
contemplative style characterised by restrained use of colour and large expanses of
negative space.

In her latest creations, she explores expansive compositions defined by sweeping
black lines, evoking the imagery of water flowing across uneven terrain. The interplay
of thick, fading lines and thin, sharp strokes encourages a sense of fluidity and
weightlessness.

From a distance, they resemble great slabs of marble, whose white stone is inked with
black veins of mineral impurities. Up close, her gestures seem more deliberate, like
the judicious lines of calligraphy or caricature.

Not all the works in the exhibition are monochrome. Some feature accents of bright
colour—purple, turquoise, egg-yolk-yellow—added with oil sticks.

These works offer more continuity with Wang's show A Long Reach: Touching the
Unseen, which continues at Beijing's Song Art Museum through 12 March. The more
colourful works in this exhibition are artfully scribbled in oil stick over hazy pastel
backgrounds painted in acrylic, suggesting streamers or fireworks bursting against
the sky.

Speaking with Ocula Advisory in 2023, Wang discussed her artistic process,
describing it as an almost ethereal experience.

'I love it when your body feels totally free—when you're flying or swimming, for
instance,' she explained. 'I get a similar feeling when I paint. I don't feel my weight,
height, or the size of my body; I just follow my thoughts and soul at that moment,
leading me across the canvas.'

The influence of Cy Twombly on Wang's work is unmistakable, as her art captures the
chaos and calm intertwined in life's rhythm, much like Twombly's own artistic
approach.

Bloomberg New Contemporaries
2024 Lands in London  

18 JANUARY 2024 |  EXHIBITIONS

Bloomberg New Contemporaries, the annual art exhibition spotlighting emerging
talent in the U.K., takes place at London's Camden Art Centre from 19 January to 14
April 2024. Previously, the exhibition was held at Grundy Art Gallery in Blackpool.

The exhibition showcases diverse artistic disciplines and inspirations from the U.K.'s
contemporary art scene. It supports the next generation of talent through mentoring,
talks, and workshops facilitated by the Bridget Riley Artists' Development
Programme.

This year, 55 artists from U.K. art schools and alternative peer-to-peer learning
programmes have been selected through an open call by acclaimed artists Helen
Cammock, Sunil Gupta, and Heather Phillipson.

Bloomberg New Contemporaries collaborated with Gertrude, an art-focused app with
a marketplace, to make buying art more accessible.

Notable in this year's exhibition is Georg Wilson's The Catch (2022). The painting
features a nude, lemon-coloured figure seated against a midnight sky. The subject
appears bored or sullen, seated in waist-deep water while dangling a fish by its tail.

Other highlights include Alexandra Beteeva's nostalgic painting, infused with an
intimate and innocent touch; Josh Woolford's video exploring the representation of
the queer Black body in society; and Harriet Gillett's ghostly trio of paintings, evoking
a fluid and psychological ambience.

Hues of Humanity at Pace Gallery
Hong Kong  

10 JANUARY 2024 |  EXHIBITIONS

Vibrant hues saturate Pace Gallery's Hong Kong location in the group show All Walks
of Life (15 December 2023–18 January 2024), presenting a selection of contemporary
paintings by seven artists from Hong Kong, the U.S., and Europe. They are Anthony
Cudahy, Katja Farin, Aubrey Levinthal, Laurent Proux, Daisy May Sheff, Sarah
Slappey, and Fabian Treibe.

Curated by William Zhao, a critic and collector based in Hong Kong who was
interviewed by Ocula Magazine in 2013, the exhibition explores the intersections
between the uncanny and the familiar in the face of globalisation.

Especially striking are Katja Farin's dreamy paintings. The Los Angeles-based artist
paints her subjects engaged in everyday activities—talking, drinking, playing darts.
Their blue, purple, and orange skin tones, however, coupled with wide, hyper-alert
eyes suggest something is off.

Aubrey Levinthal's painting Campus (Snow) (2023) also stands out. The painting
captures a backpack-wearing student schlepping between buildings.

Using a palette of muted blues, beiges, and snowy greys, the painting is punctuated
with a vibrant slice of bright pink on the right side. The scene, quiet and
contemplative, exudes a sense of stillness and melancholy. Levinthal skillfully plays
with opacity and translucency, creating a shifting perception that evolves as one
engages with the artwork.

Yoo Youngkuk’s Colourful Peaks at
Pace Gallery New York  

19 DECEMBER 2023 |  EXHIBITIONS

Yoo Youngkuk (1916–2002) led an extraordinary life, becoming a pioneer of post-war
abstract art in Korea and beyond.

After studying painting and immersing himself in the avant-garde in Tokyo, Yoo
returned to Korea in 1943. The turbulence of the Second World War (1939–1945) and
the Korean War (1950–1953) forced him to alternate between creating art and working
more menial jobs such as fishing, selling firewood, and making soju. Through these
experiences, Yoo bore witness to the chaos of the world and the unyielding resilience
of landscapes amid the challenges of war and political turmoil.

By the mid-1950s, he was finally able to devote himself to painting. Employing
triangles, rectangles, and ovals, he crafted striking compositions symbolising Korea's
mountains and horizons. With vibrant colours and sharp black lines, Yoo's oil on
canvas landscapes evoke joy, portraying the enduring spirit of nature in the face of an
ever-changing world.

In March 2023, PKM Gallery and Pace Gallery announced their joint representation of
Yoo's estate. For Yoo's first solo exhibition outside of Korea, titled Mountain Within,
Pace Gallery in New York is showing paintings made from 1965 to 1995.

The exhibition opened on 10 November and continues until 22 December.

Nicole Eisenman's Unsteady
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Nicole Eisenman's Unsteady
Storytelling at Whitechapel  

13 DECEMBER 2023 |  EXHIBITIONS

Nicole Eisenman's paintings and sculptures are not only witty and astute, but
remarkably moving. Many of her works have an unsettling quality as evidenced by the
French-American artist's first U.K. retrospective.

What Happened at Whitechapel Gallery, London, runs until 14 January 2024. The title
is fitting for Eisenman's paintings, which often feel like scenes in a narrative. Some
seem contemporary and true to life, others more outlandish, as if taken from a
parable.

A particular standout is The Triumph of Poverty (2009). This painting features a
solemn crowd trudging through a rural scene, its composition inspired by the works
of 16th-century painters Hans Holbein the Younger and Pieter Bruegel the Elder, and
British novelist Charles Dickens.

In this scene characterised by vibrant colours and smooth brushwork, Eisenman
teases viewers with fragments of familiar tales. The title derives its name from
Holbein's (now lost) painting, The Triumph of Poverty (c. 1533-1534). A sickly, yellow-
toned boy holding a bowl alludes to Dickens' novel Oliver Twist (1837–1839), while a
procession of tiny figures donning capes and wielding walking sticks invokes
Bruegel's painting The Blind Leading the Blind (1568).

The painting exudes a sense of sorrow as Eisenman's subjects convey feelings of
defeat and despair. Despite the struggle of her subjects, she introduces a compelling
contrast by painting people with green, pink, and blue skin, along with playful details
such as patchwork skin and enlarged noses. These whimsical elements infuse the
work with a cartoonish feel, adding a layer of complexity to the overall emotional
tone.

Another must-see work in the exhibition is Maker's Muck (2022). Almost four metres
long by three metres wide, the sculpture dominates the room in which it's displayed.
Positioned at the centre of the room, it invites viewers to explore it from every angle.

Raised on a wooden floor, a figure sits at a potter's wheel; a heap of wet clay spins
through their hands. More sculptures on plinths surround the figure: a pink hand
reminiscent of Philip Guston's paintings, a lumpy bottle of Heinz ketchup, and
miniature naans. The sculpture is something of a self-portrait, providing a window
into Eisenman's practice.

Images: Exhibition view: Nicole Eisenman, What Happened, Whitechapel Gallery, London (11 October 2023–14 January 2024).
Courtesy Whitechapel Gallery, London. Photo: Damian Griffiths.

Images: Exhibition view: Nicole Eisenman, What Happened, Whitechapel Gallery, London (11 October 2023–14 January 2024).
Courtesy Whitechapel Gallery, London. Photo: Damian Griffiths.
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